
What is Atyourprice?
Atyourprice is a robust web based business travel solution that automates travel 
planning, requisition, approval, fulfilment, invoicing, reporting and duty of care. 
Automation brings exponential savings to business travel programs and also 

makes the travel procurement process more operationally efficient.

Centralise business travel program and empower employees
to plan and book their travel.

Corporate travel key challenges

The success of any business travel program is depended on the 
management’s ability to track, control and measure all travel
expenditure instantly. In order to recognize if their set goals for 
their business travel programs are met it becomes very
important to instantly access data and analysis of their
employees buying behaviour and trends. 

Track, control & measure
Approximately 35% of the companies reported the issue of 
travel policy violation which leads to excessive spending.
Enforcing policy prior to booking is a huge challenge for most 
corporations. 

Policy enforcement 
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The cost associated with delayed approvals or not providing 
100% information to approvers at the time approval causes
signicant losses to an organization. A structure indenting and 
approval process is necessary to eliminate all losses and
leakages.

Cost of approval
The importance of providing a single solution for all travel
related services to employees cannot be overstated. Multiple 
contact points for different services leads to low turnaround 
time and complications. A robust solution that can onboard
existing travel vendors is key to the success of any travel
management program.

Single solution

Live dashboard highlights areas of concerns to management 
when analyzing travel spend. The data when instantly available 
highlights the effectiveness of a travel program in real time. 
Also, a custom reports engine enables companies to access 
data that they nd more relevant in understanding buying
behaviour and trends within their organization.

Analytics 

Enforcement of travel policy is a major concern for
management. Atyourprice travel policy engine can be
congured to ensure 100% policy compliance. The policy level 
settings can be congured based on band/grade, designation, 
department, location or title. Exception approval matrixes can 
be build to handle violations. 

Policy compliance

Automate and alert corporate travel or trip approver with not 
just information regarding necessity to travel but also the cost 
associated with it. With Atyourprice multi level and multi travel 
mode approval engine companies can easily structure complex 
approval matrices .The system also has the ability to track the 
losses resulting due to delay in approvals.

Multi level workflow
Atyourprice solution provides companies the ability to upload 
all corporate negotiated local contracts and rates for vendors 
that fall outside the solution. The ability to access these vendors 
through a single solution enhances the employee experience 
and reduces multiple touch points.

Preferred vendor network

Visit : www.atyourprice.net

Our solution

For any query please contact

Phone : 099 20984120

gautam@infinitisoftware.net

sales@infinitisoftware.net
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